Pizza

Read!

**PPLD Storytime:**
- *Pete’s A Pizza*
- *The Little Red Hen Makes A Pizza*

Sing!

**Silly Pizza Song by Signing Time**

Sing:
- Tune: BINGO Was His Name-O
- There is a food I like to eat, and pizza is its name-hey!

Explore!

**Materials:**
- flour seasoned with oregano or pizza dough
- rolling pin
- measuring cups and spoons
- cookie sheet
- spatula

- Children build motor skills while enjoying squishing, rolling, measuring, tossing, and more!

Cook!

**English Muffin Pizzas from Morgan Manages Mommyhood**

Count!

Make learning math fun by turning it into a game! This activity uses simple materials to transform paper plates into pizza. Children practice number recognition and counting by matching the number of pepperonis on each slice to the corresponding number on a second plate.

Watch!

**PPLD Storytime:**
- *Pete’s A Pizza*
- *The Little Red Hen Makes A Pizza*

**Pizza Party by Super Simple Songs**

**Watch!**

**Watch:**
- *Pizza Day by Melissa Iwai from Lights Down Reading*